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About This Game

The small town is a very important town indeed. Here, a unique industrial complex is located. Rumor has it that it does not
require energy for production, because that is exactly what it produces! How is this possible?

It looks like an unknown villain is ready to answer this question. He kidnaps the head of the city administration during his
performance, leaving the sinister scarecrow on the stage instead!

What will our search for the Mayor reveal? The secret of the small town is much more than you could possibly imagine!

Cozy, hand-drawn scenes.

Puzzles of varying complexity.

A story told by the villain himself.

A gallery to complement the story.
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Still better than No Mans Sky. this game is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 do not buy.. Super buggy. Got stuck into
tutorial. Sometimes menu doesn't work.. Terrible, nothing to do but steer a slow ship. The player can't control the gunnery. DO
NOT BUY.. Is it good? Yea, its alright.

Is it worth spending money on? No.

This should be free on armorgames. The combat system gets tedius REALLY fast. I found myself wanting to avoid combat
literally on the third battle. I alt+f4ed and got a refund by the first town outside of the tutorial.

I would have played this if it were free, but at a price point. I cant justify wasting my time on it.
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One of my favourite games when I was a kid. And now it's still awesome. 10\/10.. Best Wrist-Numbing Speed-Clicking Cosmic
Horror Story 2017. Great game to play with friends. The multiplayer has yet to work, so you would have to manually add your
friend, and then invite them to your lobby. There are some bugs that need to be fixed, such as the mask not showing. Limited
amount of maps at the moment, but soon there will be new maps with different formatting hopefully. Overall a great game that
shows potential.. It is two dollars. Keep in mind that you're not getting a sixty dollar game. The battle mechanic is fun, and it
served its purpose of being enjoyable to me. It was worth the two bucks.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t.
invest several hours coloring the map just to start up and find i'm starting from the beginning D; uninstalling, never play again
>:[

//edit//
after the frustration faded i started again D;. If you love you some schlocky 80's-90's horror classics like Halloween, Friday the
13th, and Nightmare on Elm Street mixed with some light puzzles and stealth element GET THIS GAME. My only complaint
about the entire thing is that I wanted more game, I wanted to play it longer but all good things must come to an end, I suppose.
9/10 would play again.. It's a horribly done mobile game port of a probably very bad mobile game. Blatant money grab with no
playability, they put no effort to convert it to a proper PC game. Avoid avoid, I got a refund immediately.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/SP-8joZrXGw. I enjoyed this one as much as the others, I found some aspects easier than the other 2. I still
find the endings are kinda sharp and just end, but I do like that we get bonus chapters. Interesting story along with fun puzzles!.
I, like many others waited patiently for five years for this game and I haven't been disappointed. The game is a little glitchy in
places as others have pointed out so I won't go into any details. I highly recommend the game and will play again I'm sure when
the minute problems have been ironed out. Thank you Goblinz team, I look forward to playing part three.

Ok so I reviewed the game after only around an hours play. As I got deeper into the game i realised it's riddled with bugs. I have
never used a hint button in a game so much in my life. I realise the team rushed the game through and the devs weren't 100%
happy with the final product, promising fixes along the way, but honestly, I would have rather waited another month until the
bugs were fixed.

For me, it's not a patch on True Fear part 1 but a good effort for five years in the making!
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